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The machine tool has been, is and no doubt will be, a key factor in industrial and equipment evolution, and as such, improving man’s quality of life. Both its evolution and perfectioning have come about due to the sectors where used and have likewise improved their products due to machinery improvements.

Machines have changed greatly in the last 30 years, particularly with the incorporation of numerical control. They have gone from being mechanical machines to real mechatronic systems, where control, drives and sensorisation are key elements. This trend is unstoppable since, thanks to the combination of improvements in materials and mechanical design with control and algorithms executed by the same, better precision, greater speed and worker-friendly inter-relations have been achieved.
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Essential Scrum: A Practical Guide to the Most Popular Agile ProcessAddison Wesley, 2012

	A Practical Guide to the Most Popular Agile Process


	 


	The Single-Source, Comprehensive Guide to Scrum for All Team Members, Managers, and Executives
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TestComplete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Novice tester or expert, the 110+ recipes in this book are structured to be useful across all levels. Use them to increase your knowledge of TestComplete and ultimately master this incredibly versatile tool.


	Overview

	
		Learn to produce easily modifiable and maintainable scripts
	
		Customize...
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The Discrete Fourier Transform: Theory, Algorithms and ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001

	This book provides comprehensive coverage of practical Fourier analysis. It develops the concepts right from the basics and gradually guides the reader to the advanced topics. It presents the latest and practically efficient DFT algorithms, as well as the computation of discrete cosine and Walsh-Hadamard transforms. The large numbers of...
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DIJK VAN:DISTRIBUTION THEORY   GTB (De Gruyter Graduate Lectures)De Gruyter, 2013

	The theory of distributions has numerous applications and is extensively used in mathematics, physics and engineering. There is however relatively little elementary expository literature on distribution theory. This book is intended as an introduction. Starting with the elementary theory of distributions, it proceeds to convolution products...
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Nearest Neighbor Search:: A Database Perspective (Series in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
From the reviews of the first edition:

"This monograph explores the way spatial database management systems aim at supporting queries that involve the space characteristics of the underlying data, and discusses query processing techniques for nearest neighbor queries. It provides both basic concepts and state-of-the-art results in...
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DSP Software Development Techniques for Embedded and Real-Time Systems (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2005
Today's embedded and real-time systems contain a mix of processor types: off-the-shelf microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), and custom processors. The decreasing cost of DSPs has made these sophisticated chips very attractive for a number of embedded and real-time applications, including automotive, telecommunications, medical...
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